In this paper wr-present an algonthm for finding a "closed-lorm" solution of the differential equation.1"'+.rI"+br'. where aand h are rational functions of a complex variable r. provided a "closed-[orm" solution exists. The algorithm is so arranged that ii no solution is found. then ntr solutitrn can exist.
l. Introduction
In this paper we present an algorithm for finding a "closed-form" solution of the dill-erential equatiofl -1"'+ ql +by, where a and b are rational functions of a complex variable .x. provided a "closed-form" solution exists. The algorithm is so arranged that if no soluticrn is found. then no solution can exist.
The frrst section makes precise what is meant by "closed-form" and shows that there are four possible cases. The first three cases are discussed in sections 3. 4 and 5 respectively. The last case is the case in which the given equation has no "closed-form" solution. It holds precisely when the first three cases fail.
In the second section we present conditions that are necessary for each of the three cases. Although this material could have been omitted. it seenas desirable to know in advancc which cases are possible.
The algorithm in cases I and 2 is quite simple and can usually be carried out by hand. provided the given equation is relatively simple. However. the algorithm in case 3 invtllves quite extensive computations. It can be programmed on a computer for a spepific differential equation with no difliculty, In fact. the author has Worked through ;everal cxamples using only a programmable calculator. Only in one example was a coinputer necessary. and this was because intermediate numbers grew.to 20 decimal digits. more than the calculator could handle. Fortunately, the necessary conditions for case 3 are quite strong so this case can often be eliminated from consideration.
The algorithm does require that the partial fraction expansion of the coefficients of the differential equation be known. thus one needs to factor a polynomial in one variable over the complex numbers into linear factors. Once the partial fraction expansions are knou'n. only linear algebra is required.
Using the MACSYMA computer algebra system. see. for example. Pavelle & Wang (1985) . Bob Caviness and David Saunders of Rensselear Polytechnic Institute programmed the entire algorithm (see Saunders (1981) ). Meanwhile. the algorithm has been implemented also in the uaplE computer algebra system, see. for example. Char er al. (1985) . by Carolyn Smith (1984) . This paper is arranged so that the algorithm may be studied independently of the proofs. In section l, parts I and 2 are necessary to understand the algorithm. parts 3 and 4 are devoted to proofs. In the other sections, part I describes the algorithm, part 2 contains examples, and the remaining parts contain proofs.
Since the first appearance of this paper as a technical report. a number of papers have appeared on the same problem: Baldassarri (1980) , Baldassarri & Dwork (lg7g) , Sinser (1979 Sinser ( .1981 .
Special thanks are due to Bob Caviness and David Saunders of RPI for their encouragement and assistance during the preparation of this paper.
l. The Four Cases
In the first part of this section we define precisely what we mean by "closed-form" solution. In the second part we state the four possible cases that can occur. These cascs are treated individually in the latter sections. The third part is devoted to a bricf description of the Galois theory of differential equations. This theory is used in the prc-rofs of the theorems of the present chapter and those of sections 4 and 5. Part 4 contLrins a proof of the theorem stated in part 2.
I.I. LIOUVILLIAN EXTENSIONS
The goal of this paper is to find "closed-form" solutions of difl'erential equatio's. B' a "closed-form" solution we mean. roughly. one that can be w'ritten down by a firs1-)'clrr calculus student. Such a solution may involve esponentials. indelinite integrals and solutions of polynomial equations. (As we are considerilg functions of a complcr variable. we need not explicitly mention trigonometric functions. they can be writtcn rrr terms of exponentials. Note that logarithms are indefinite integrals and hence itre allowed.) A more precise definition involves the notion of Liouvillian field.
The DE htts no Liouttillian solution. they arc It is evident that these cases are mutually exclusive. the theorem states exhaustive. The proof of this theorem will be presented in part 1.4.
rHn DTFFERENTTAL GALOTs GRoup
Here we present a brief summary of the Picard-Vessiot theory of differential equations (see Kaplansky (1957) . or Chapter 6 of Kolchin (1973) ), which is tailored specifically to the DE l" : r j-.
Suppose that ry. ( is a fundamental functions of a complex variable -x). generated by 4, (, thus G: C(-x)Qt,O: C(x)(ry, ry',(.(')'
Then the Galois group of G over C(x). denoted by G(G/C(,x)), is the group of all differential automorphisms of G that leave C(r) invariant. (An automorphism o is differential if o(a') : (oa)' for every a e G.) We refer the reader to the references cited above for a proof that the Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory holds in this context.
There is an isomorphism of G(G/C(,x)) with a subgroup of GL(2), the group of invertible 2x2 matrices with coefficients in C. Let o e G(G/A(-x)). Then Hence. oq is also a solution of the DE and so is a linear combination o4:ootl*c'oi. cr.,. (',,€C. of rl. (. Similarly. o(:bory+d. ( for some bo,doeC.
/r\ (". o ---+ (u' ','\ \(' d'/ is immediately seen to be an injective group homomorphism. This representation r' : G(G/C(-x)) --GL(2) certainly does depend on the choice of fundamental system ry.(. lf 4t,(t is another fundamental system. then there is a matrix X e GL(2) such that (q,. (,) The representation G(G/C(.x))--'GL(2) is determined by the DE only up to conjugation. By abuse of language. we allow ourselves to speak of any one of these conjugate groups as thc Galois group of the DE. If a fundamental system rl.i is fixed. then we refer tt-r c(G(GiC(.x))) c GL(2) as the Galois group of the DE relative to r7. (. Fix a fundamental system ry. ( of solutions of the DE and let G c GL(2) be the Galois group relative to 17.(. Let W:t1; '-n'; be the Wronskian of 17. (. A simple computation. using the DE. shows that W' :0, so W rs a (non-zero) constant and is left fixed by ant' element of G(G/C(,x)). Let oeG(GlC(,r)). then. using the notation above.
W : oW : (ao\+c," _()(bo4'ld, _(')-(aory'*c,i')(b,ry+d.J : (aodo-hoc)W : deI c'(ol . W.
Thus G c SL(2), the group of 2 x 2 matrices with determinant 1.
Recall that a subgroup G of GL (2) 1.4. PRooF in this section rve shall prove the theorem that was stated in 1.2. We shall use several facts about algebraic groups. Suitable references are Borel (1956) . Kaplansky (1957) . and Chaptcr 5 of Kolchin (1973) . The following result is contained in Kaplansky (1957. p. 3l ).
Lnnavn. Let G he un ulgehruic subgrouyt o/ SL(2). Then one o/ /itur ('uses ('un oL'('ur. Crr.sr' l. O is triungttlisuhle.
Cuse 2. G is t'ort.jugute to u xtbgroup of (,, 0\l '
urul t'usa I r/oe.s not holtl.
Ca.se 3. G is linite und cuses I untl 2 tlo not holtl.
Case1. G:Sl,(2).
Proof. Denote the component of the identity of G by' G . F-irst we note that any twodimensional Lie algebra is solvable" hence either dim G : 3 (in which case G : SL(2)) or else G-is solrable. In the latter case. G is triansulisable bv the Lie Kolchin Theorem. Assume that (i is triangular.
If G is not diagonalisable. then G contains a matrir of the fornr 0 ':) *itn u * 0 \0 1/ (since an algebraic sroup cr-rntains the unipotent and semi-sirnple .parts of all of its elements). Since G is normal in G. any matrix in G conjugater f : i)ln,o a triangular \0 t/ matrix. A direct computation shows that only triangular matrices have this property. Thus G itself is triangular. This is case l.
Assume next that 6 rs diagonal and infinite. so G contains a non-scalar diagonal matrix ,{. Becausc G is normal in G. any element of G conjugates '4 into a diagonal matrix. A direct computation shows that any matrix with this propertv must be contained in D*. Therefore either G is diagonal. this being case 1. or else G is containcd in D*. this being case l.
Finally we obserie that ii G is {rnite (and therefore 6 : lll). then G must also be finite. This is case 3. This proves the lemma.
We shall no\\' prove the theorem of section 2. Let 17" i be a fundamental system of soiutions of the DE and let G be the Galois group relative to ri. i. Sct G: C(.x)(r1. ,).
C-ase l. G is triangulisable. We mav assume that G is triangr"rlar. Then. for everv o€G(G/C(r)). o4:co4,where ('o€C. c,+0. Therefore oo):rl-l, where ro:q'14, which implies that rr,r e C(.x). Case 2. G is conjugate to be a subgroup of D*. We may assume that G is a subgroup of Dr.lf rr;: ry'lr\ and 6: _(l(. then. for every oeG(GlC(,x)), either o@:o. 06:$ or o()r: Q, oQ: rr;. Thus a-l is quadratic over C(.x).
Cnse 3. G is finite. In this case G has only a finite number of differential automorphisms or. .., o,. Since the elementary symmetric function of o, tl. . ., on4 are invariant under G(G/A(.x)). 4 is algebraic over C(.r). Similarly, ( is algebraic over C(.x). Because every solution of the DE is contained in G. every solution of the DE is algebraic.
Case 4. G:SL(2). Suppose that the DE had a Liouvillian solution. Then, as pointed out in l.l. every solution of the DE is Liouvillian. Thus G is contained in a Liouvillian field. It follows that G" is solvable (Kolchin, 1973. p.415) . Since G':SL (2) is not solvable, the DE can have no Liouvillian solution.
This proves the theorem.
Necessary Conditions
In this section we discuss some easy conditions that are necessary for cases 1. 2. or 3 to hold. These conditions give a sufficient condition for case 4 to hold (namely when the necessary conditions for cases 1.2. and 3 fail). Throughout. we shall consider the DE )"':r)'. re C(-x).
rHE NECESSARy coNDrrroNs
Since r is a rational function, we may speak of the poles oi r. by which we shall ali.r'ays mean the poles in the finite complex plane C. If r:slt. with s. re C[.x]. relativell prime. then the poles of r are the zeros of r and the order of the pole is the multiplicity of the zero of r. By the order of r at co we shall mean the order of r as a zero of r. thus the order of r at r is degr-degs.
THEonsn. The./ollowing conditions are necessarl'.fnr the respectiue c'ases to hold. Case l. Et:erypole o./ r must haue euen order or else hat,e order 1. The ortler of-r ut r, must be eL)en or else be greater than 2.
Cttse 2. r nrust hatte at least one pole that either has odd order greater thun 2 rtr else hus order 2.
Cuse 3. The Ltrder o/'a pole o.f r cannot exceed 2 and the order of'r ot :r-nlLtst be ttt leust 2. I./ the partial /raction expansion o./'r is ,:F t',+t 0t,.
71r-r'1)-7 x-di the, nfr +4o,e Q,.fnr each i, T 4: 0, and i./'
)':Iat+\Pidi.
IJ then 11+4;'e Q. As we need to show that every pole of r either has order 1 or else has even order. we may assume that v<-3. Since a*0, -3> r')min (p-1.2p). It follows that p<-1 and 2p<p-1. Since bt +0.2p: v, which implies that y is even. For use in section 3.3. we remark that if r has a pole of order 2p)4 at c. then rr-l must have a pole of order y at c. Now consider the Laurent series expansions of r and or at r. (The dots represent terms involving x raised to a power lower than that shown. The order of r at oc is -r'.) As we need to show that either the order of r at cc is ) 3 or else is even. we may assume that r' ). Just as above. -I < r'( max (p-1.2p). p> -1,2p> p-1. Since h2 +0. 2p: r,, so u is even. For use in section 3.3, we remark that if r has a pole of order 2p20 at oc,, then rr-r has a pole of order p at cn. This verifies the necessary conditions for case l. Case 2. We analyse this case by considering the differential Galois group that must obtain. By section 1.4 the group must be conjugate to a subgroup G of Dr. which is not triangulisable (otherwise case I would hold). Let q, _( be a fundamental system of solutions of the DE relative to the group G. For everv oeG(G,C(.x)). either o\:1'o1,. o(: r', t( or otl : -(';ti. oi : cotl. Evidentlv 11:.2 is an invariant of G(G,'C(x)) and therefore q2;2e-C(.x). Moreover,q-:+C(.x). for otherwise G would be a subgroup of thc diagonal group. which is case l. If r'> -2. then 0:8e -6e2 *e-r: e(e-2Xe-4). This contradicts the fact that e is odd. Tlrerefore r'(-2. If r'<-2. then e*I':0. sc-r l is odd.
This verifies the necessary conditions for case 2. Case 3. In this case the DE has a solution 4 that is algebraic over C(x).17 hus a Puiseaux series expansion about any point c in the complex plane. for ease of notatit)n \\c take c':0. Then \:uxt' + "', where ae C, a#0, /l€Q. Since re C(_x This completes the proof of the theorem stated in section 2.1.
The Algorithm for Case I
The first part of this section is devoted to a description of the algorithm. It is somewhat complicated to describe in full generality. yet. as the examples in part 2 show. it is often quite easy to apply. The third part is devoted to a proof that the algorithm is correct.
oescRrPTroN oF THE ALGORTTHM
The goal of this algorithm is to hnd a solution of the DE of the form q: pst'''. where Pe C[.x] and roe C(.x). Since r/ may be written as ry:g!(P'P+(o). this is of thc form described in section 1.2. The first stcp on the algorithm consists of determining "parts" of thc partial fraction expansion of t,,r. In the second step we put these "parts" together to form a candidate for r,.r. The maximum number of candidates possible is lp*1 where p is the number of poles of r. If there are no candidates. then case I cannot hold. The third and last step is applied to each candrdate for ro and consists of searching for a suitable polynomial P. If one is found. then we have the desired solution of the DE. If. for each candidate for o. we fail to find a suitable P. then case I cannot hold.
We assume that the necessary condition of section 2.1 for case t holds. and we denote by I the set of poles of r.
Step l. For each c'e f u {,r} we define a rational function tJ7]. and two complcx numbers r,.*. r,. as described below. [.",'r] . is the sum of terms involving 1,,'(-\-r')'for: < i < r'in the Laurent series expansion of , i at r'. There are two possibilities for [. r],. one being the negative of the other. either one may be chosen. Thus [v,i] . : n5 + . ., * r.j;,1.
In practice. one would not form the Laurent series for u6, but rather would determine l.r/il, by using undetermined coefficients. Let b be the coefficient of ll(x_c)"*1 in r minus the coefficient of 1/(.r-c)n*t in (t.r6l.). Then * l( b \ /.,': t\t;*t'). If d is a non-negative integer, then
is a candidate for rr;. If d is not a non-negative integer. then the family s may be removed from consideration. Srep 3. This step should be applied to each of the families retained from Step 2. until success is achieved or the supply oi families has been exhausted. In the latter event. case I cannot hold.
For each family. search for a monic polynomial P of degree d (as defined in
Step 2) that satisfies the differential equation P" +2t'.tP'*(co'*to2 -r')P : 0. This is conveniently done by using undetermined coelicients and is a simple problcm in linear algebra. which may or may not have a solution. If such a polynomial exists. then 4 : Pej ' is a solution of the DE. If no such polynomial is found for any family retained from Step 2. then Case 1 cannot hold. .Y' \* Since r has a single pole (at 0) and the order there is 4, the necessary conditions of section 2.1 for case 2 do not hold. Evidently the necessary conditions for case 3 also do not hold. We apply the algorithm for case I to this DE. -\ -Y-2r
We now search for a monic polynomial P of degree 0 such that P" +2oP' *(@' *ttt2 -r)P : 0.
Since P:1, the existence of P is a question of whether or not ro'*to2-r:0. But the coefficient of 1/,x in a'*o)2 -r is -6. Thus no such polynomial P can exist.
The only remaining family is the first family. The candidate for ro is
,r: LVrlo* -: +L' r'J, :.K, -2, *.t-l.
We now search for a monic polynomial P of degree 2 that satisfies the linear differential equation given above. Writing P:x2 *ax*b, we easily determine that a:0, b--l provides a solution. Therefore a solution of the DE is given by
Erample 2. ln this example we begin the discussion of Bessel's Equation
rreC'
The necessary conditions of section 2.1 imply that case 3 cannot hold. Here we consider case l" case 2 is worked out in section 3.2. The only pole of r is at c : 0 and the order there is 2. Thus s (0) s (0) s (0) s (0) I l.
tl: -l2*n.
A necessary condition that case I holds is that -l2*rr be a non-negative integer. i.e. that n be half an odd integer. We claim that this condition is also sufficient.
If n is negative, and half an odd integer. then nr --I 2-ne N. This corresponds to thc first family. in which case (D: -tniiX*i. We need to find a poly'nomial P of dcgrcc rn such that 0: P" -t2oP' / P" +21 - If n is positive, then m: -l12*n is a non-negative integer. This corresponds to the third family. In this case trl: -mlx *i. and we are back to the case considered above.
Erttmple 3. tn this example we treat the general situation where r is a pol,t-nomial of degree 2. We may write 7":(ax+d\2 *b for some u.h.tle C (a and t/ are determined b1'r' only up to sign. we choose either of the two possibilities). We claim that the DE has a Liouvillian solution if and only if bla is an odd integer.
The necessary condition of section 2.1 implies that only cases I and 4 are possible. Wc consider case l.
Evidently [.u"r] ,, : d\*d and ai -_ j( *(b''rr)-1). There are no poles. T'hus r/ equals z, or r,.. so one of these two numbers must be a non-negative integer for case I to hold. It follows that hlu must be an odd integer. which is the necessity part of our claim.
For sufficiency. we may assume thathlu:2nl I is positive. since d may be replaced br -a. Case I will hold provided that there is a monic polynomial P of degree n such that --P" *2oP' l(ro' *r,t2 -r)P : P" -l2(ux + d)P' -2naP. where Pu + | :0 and P,: | . A special case of this example is Weber's Equation
Here u: -l 2. h --1,2-n, tl:0. Thus h,u:kt+l is an odd inteeer if and onlv if rr is an inte-uer.
PR(x)F
ln case l. thc DE has a solution of the form ,/:r,i('. with t)e C(.r). Since \":rq, we have
We shall determinc thc partial fraction expansion of () using the Laurent series r-xpansion of r and this Riccatti Equation.
For c'e C. u'e denotc thc "componcnt at r'" oi thc partial fraction expansion of (/ by
In ordcr to sintplifi' the notation. w'e assume that r':0 and drop the subscript "0". We shall also need to consider thc Laurent scrics c-rpansion of (/ about 0 ry t): [r)]+ ^ +{l '\ Here 0: x**r* "'. where the * denotes a complex number whosc particular value is irrelevant to our discussion.
We assume that the necessary conditions for case I (see section 2.1) are satisfied. in particular we assume that the poles of r erre either of even order or else of order l. We split our proof into parts. depending on the nature of r at 0. This pzrrallels the division of
Step 1 of the algorithm. An examination of the right-hand side of this equation determines that it is free of terms involving li'-x'for i:r'*2,...,2 (since t,2l). This implies that the left-hand side is 0. Indeed. since (tpl-t., il)+(t0l+tr tl) : r[0].
at least one of the factors involves l/x". Were the other factor non-zero. it would involve l/.xtfor some i>2. The product would then involve li-x"*tfor some i) 2. which is absurd. Hence [{)] : t t. 71.
The coefficient of l/-r'*1 in the right-hand side of (&) is *r'a{2aa*b. wherc b is the coefficient of l,i,x'*r jn 2tl1|f +ft -r-tv$l2. Therefore et: j(+ biu*r'). We have shown that if 0 is a pole of r of order )v ).-4, then the component of the partial fraction expansion of 0 at 0 is tt.i1.t.
where rt l( h \ (co) Fina'y. we must consider *nr,;;.":-*: f ; ." lo,nu* point or r As in -0,-4frl_ 2e-e)
We collect together what we have proven so far. Let f be the set of poles of r. Then :tr--f (t u-,).
where -2r' is the order of l itt :r,. (t is the leading coefhcient of [n'7] , and h is the coefficient of 1 -\'-r in r-[r r']t,. We now know that the partial fraction expansion of 0 has the form
Moreover. the coeffrcient of 11.x in the Laurent series expansion of 0 at cc is a1'). Thus ,l : a'f,",,-.I* 1i(.)e N.
Then 0 : ot * P' 1'P. Again. using the Riccatti Equation. we obtain P" +2toP' l(rD' *ro2 -r)P : 0.
The converse. namely that if P is a solution of this equation. then I satisfies the Riccatti Equation. is a simple verification. It follows that if P is a solution of this equation. then 4: Peio'is a solution of the DE )"' : r!'.
This proves that the algorithm for case I is correct.
The Algorithm for Case 2
Following the pattern of section 3. we shall describe the algorithm in section 4.l. give examples in section 4.2 and the proof in section 4.3. The algorithm and its proof assume that casc 1 is known to fail.
DES(-RIprIoN or rHE ALGORTTHM
Just as for case l. we first cc-rllect datii for each pole c of r and also for r . The form of the data is a set E,. (or rL, ) consisting of from one to three integers. Ncxt wc consider families of elements of these sets. perhaps discarding some and retaining others. If no families are retained. case 2 cannot hold. For each family retained we search for a monic polynomial that satisfies a certain linear differential equation. If no such polynomial exisrs for any family. then case 2 cannot hold. If such a polynomial does exist. then a solution tcr the DE has been found.
Let f be the set of poles of r.
Step l. For each c e I-we define E,. as follows.
( ('1) (r:) If the order of r at r is r'<2. then E,: [r').
Step 2. We consider all families (e.)..rulrr with e.e E.. Those families all of rlhose coordinates are even mav be discarded. Let d:rz@,_Ir.).
If d is a non-negative integer. the family should be retained. otherwise the famill is discarded. If no families remain under consideration. case 2 cannot hold.
Srep 3. For each family retained from Step 2. we form the rational function 0:lI-" crl-.\-(' Next we search for a monic polynomial P of degree d (as defined in
Step 2) such that P"'+30P" +(302 +30'-4r)P'+(0" +300' +03-4r0-2r')P :0.
If no such polynomial is found for any family retained from Step 2. then case 2 cannot hold.
Suppose that such a polynomial is found. Let S:0+P'lP and let rr-r be a solution of the equation ro2+Qa+G6'++Ot-r):0. Only the third family need remain in consideration. For this family. 0 : I /2.x and we need to find a monic polynomial P, of degree 0. such that P"'+30P" +G02 +30'-4r)P'+(0" +300' +03-1r0-2r')p :0.
Evidently P must be l. so the existence ol P is a question of whether or not 0" +300' +(/3-4r0-2r' is zero. That expression does happen to be 0" so P: I is the desired polynomial. that was started irt scction 3.1. In that section wc observed that case 3 cannot hold and that case I holds if and only' if rr is half an odd integer. Here we treat casc 2 and n-rake the assumption that n is not half an odd integer.
The only' pole of r is at 0 and the order there is 2. Since In order that d be a non-negative integer, it is necessary that n be half an integer. Since n is not half an odd integer, 11 must be half an even integer, that is n is an integer. But. for such n, both eo and c. are even. Hence all families are discarded and case 2 cannot hold.
In this example. and in Example 2 of section3.2, we have shown that Bessel's Equation has a Liouvillian solution if and onlv if n is half an odd inteser. Because Q : rl'l,l + (',,i. it follows that (*) ,h" + 3,hQ' * Q, : 4rrf + 2r' .
We first determine e. for ce I-. In order to simplify the notation. we ilssume that r:0. Substituting these series into the equation 1*; and retaining all those terms that involve .x I and .r 2. we obtain the following.
e.\-3 +' " -10t"-t -)e[x-2 + "' +{e3.x-' +}et.1'r-2 +''' :2q.ex-2 + " ' -a.\ 2 + ' ' ' . Therefore e-|et *fe3:0, so e:0,2,4. Also -|tf+in'.f :2ue-a. Because q.*0, e+0.2. Hence, e must be 4.
(cr) Suppose that 0 is a pole of r of order 2 and that b is the coefficient of Ilx2 in the Laurent series for r. That is r:bx-2+..., 6:)ex-l+....
Equating the coeffrcients of x -3 on the two sides of equation (*), we obtain e-ie' +*tt :2eb-4b.
The roots of this equation are e:2, e:212\/1+4b. Of course, the latter two roots may be discarded in the case that they are non-integral.
(c.) Finally we consider the possibility that 0 is a pole of r of order v > 2. Then r:x-v+ "' and 6: jex-r+ "'. Equating the coefficients of y-v-t in 1*; we obtain 0:2ue -2dv, hence € : r.
In determining the exponentsf we may use the calculation of (c,) above if we replace a by 0 (since d, must be an ordinary point of r). We find that./',:0,2, or 4. We cannot exclude the possibility that .fi:2, but we can, of course, exclude the possibility., : 0.
We have shown so far that q'e' :.U. (r -c)'P'.
where e,eE, (as defined in section 4.1) and Pe C[r].
Set 0:ir. ". so 0:g+P'lP.
'"-.f -X-C The next step in our proof is to determine the degree d of P, which we do by examining the Laurent series expansion of @ at oc and using equation (*).
6: Ie,r t + ", €,-: \ er+2d.
(oo,) Suppose that the order of r at cc is 2. As in,.,;-. find that €.:0,2 or 4. (.or) Suppose that the order of r at cc, is 2 and that b is the coefficient of x-2 in the Laurent series expansion of r at oo. Then, as in (cr), en:2, 2+2f,1 +4b and e"o is integral.
(oo.) Suppose that the order of r at oo is v < 2. As in (cr), it follows that e-: v. Note that at least one of the e,(cef) is odd, since rt(#D(':r.). Using equation 1r'; and the equation @:0*P'lP, we obtain P"'+30P" +Q02 +3e'-4r)P'+(0" +3ee'+03 -4r0-2r')P :0.
This is a linear homogeneous differential equation for P, so there is a polynomial solution if and only if there is a monic polynomial which is a solution. Now let ro be a solution of the equation (**) a2 -0a+I0'++Ot-r:0.
To complete the proof we need to show that 17: el'is a solution of the DE y*:ry. From 1x*) we obtain (by differentiation) (2a -$)rt' : S'co -+0" -6d' + r' . The factor (2o-qi) cannot be zero.lndeed. if (h:2t,.r. then t,t lto2 -r-0 (from (**)) so \: gl'<'t is a solution of the DE. But tr-r : )4,,e C(.x). This is casc l. which was assumed tt-r fail. using (**) and (x) we have 2(2o-rf)('t *ro2 -r): -4i'-30,b'-4,'+4rcf +2r' :0.
Thus u)'+ro2: r'So fi:g!'' is A solution of the DE. This completes the proof that the algorithm for case 2 is correct.
The Algorithm for Case 3
Following the pattern established in the previous two sections. we describe the algorithm in section 5.1 and give examples in section -5.1. The proof of the itlgorithrn requires a knowledge of the finite subgroups of SL (2) and their invariants. which is provided in section 5.3. The proof of the algorithm is presented in section 5.4.
In case 3. the DE has only algebraic solutions iind n,s assLlnrc that cases I and I urc known to fail. (lt is possible for the DE to have only algebraic solutions and for cascs l or 2 to apply. For example. case I gives the solutiorl ri :.xt* to the DE .r"': 13 l6ir)t'. then reduction of order gives ( :.x-r * rts a second solution.)
DF,scRrprroN oF THF. AL(;oRrrHM
Let 4 be a solution of the DE .)"' : rJ'and Set (D: tl'ltl. Then" as we shall shgu ill scctit)ll 5.4,a.t is algebraic over C(.x) of degree 4,6 or 12. It is the minimal polynomial for lr thut we shall determine. We are unable to determine the minimal cquation for 11 (w'hich riould be of degree 24. 48 or 120).
There are two possible methods for finding the minimal cquation for r'.,. \\'c coultl llnd a polynomial of degree l2 and then factor it. We shall prorc that if r,,l is r.rnr solution of the 12th degree polynomial found by our method. then r; :,,r, is a solutit-rn t-rf thr' [)F. hence any one of the irreducible factors mav be used. This rs thc most ciircct nrcth()d: however. the factorisntion can be a formidable problem. eren with the assrstuncc of a computer. We illustrate this b1'' cxamplc. in sectiort 5.1. The altcrnutirc is to lirst attempt to find a 4th degree equation for r,r. then a 6th degree cquution rrnd finall1'a l2th clcqrcc equation. The advantage is that if an equation is found. then it is guaranteed to bc irreducible.
In our description of the algorithm. rve shall combine the various possibilitics. dcntrting by n the degree of the equation being sought. As before" we denote by f the set of poles of r. Recall that, by the necessary conditions of section 2. r cannot have a pole of order > l.
Srep l. For each c e I-u I r-| we define a set E. of integers as follows.
(('1) lf t' is ir pole of l of ordcr l. thcn E.: llll.
(,'r) lf c' is a pole of r of order 2 and if z is the coefllcient of I (\-(')r in tlrc partial fraction expansion of r. then ( tzr rr') E. : j6+ tt \ l+4x A:0. *1. +1..... !.,laz. Next search for a monic polynomial PeCIt] of degree d (as defined in step 2) such that when we dcfine polynomials Pn. Pn r...., P-, recursively by the formulas below. then P r :0 (identically).
Pu:-P Pi I : -sP;+((rr-i)s'-S())PI-(n-i)(i+ l)S2rp,*,
This may bc convenientlv done b1' using undetermined coeflicients for P. If no such polynomial P is found lor an1' famill' retained from step 2. then o cannot satisfy' a polynomial equation of dcgree rr with coeficients in C(.x).
Assume thert a family and its associated polynomial P has been found. Let r,r be a solution of thc cquation 5.2. rxauplns Exuntple l. Our first example illustrates the alternative technique mentioned at the beginning of the last section. namely to bypass the search for equations of degrees 4 and 6 [or ro and proceed directly to the search for an equation of degree 12.
We consider thc hypergeometric equation r." : r._1, where 323 r:--l6F-9a\Jt' * tur("-D'
The necessary conditions of section 2 show that all four cases are possible. Applving the algorithm for case l. we find that ;: : Ii ::, :',:
ti :2 3. r, : 1,,'3.
and d: rl -ri -r,1 can never be a non-negative integer. case I fails. We now consider the first possibility, following step 3. We set (/:3,'.t+4 (.r-l). S:x2--x. and search for a monic polynomial P of degree 1 that satisfies the conditions given in step 3. Of course. P: l.
The computations are far too complicated to be accurately done by hand: how'crer. they are easily programmed into a computer. Since Pi is always a poly'nomral (l: 12, . . ., -1) whose degree is easily predicted (in this example deg P' : 12-i) arravs of coefficients may be manipulated to carry through the computations. In order to avoid roundoff error. we computed l)tz-t, using 33 digit integer arithmetic. Thc results follow. For no choice of signs is d : at--d! ,, -af a non-negative integer, thus case 1 cannot hold.
Applying the algorithm for case 2 we find that E-r:Er:E, : {2). and case 2 does not hold. Wc now apply the algorithm for case 3. attempting to find an equation of degrec 4 over C(-x) that is satisfied by ro.
From step I we have that E ,:.t,4,4.6,7.81. Et: {4.5,6.7.8} and E,, : i2.4,6.8. 101.
There are four families with the property that r/:l(e {-e-r-er) is a non-ltsgrttir,'c integer, namely c. 
FrNrrE suBGRouPS oF SL(2)
In this section we determine the finite subgroups of SL(2). up to conjugation" and their invariants. This work is classical. being found in the work of Klein. Jordan and othcrs. For the sake of completeness we sketch the results here in the form needed in the subsequent section. w'here D is the diagonul grlup. 0r
(il the order o/'G is 24 (the "tetrahedral" case), or \iii) the ortler o/ G is 48 (the "octahedral" case), or (it) the ortler of'G is 120 (the "it'osahedral" case).
ln the ltrst three ('o.se.s G contains the sc'alar matrix -l.
The geometric names were used by Klein; however. our proof will be entirely algebraic. Prool'. We assume that G is not conjugate to a subgroup of D'. LeI II be the set of scalar matrices in G. thus H:ll] or ll.
-l]'. so the order of H is I or 2. For any ,xe G-H (i.e..re G and rdH) we denote by Z(x) the centraliser of .x in G and by lV(r) the t :,y', 'rJ (tt/tx,l,t r 11)'-t H (disjoint).
where the inncr union is taken over all cosets gN(.ri) in G'N(.x,). .s is some natural number and .r1. .. .r. e G -H.
The group N(.ri) is easy to describe since x, is diagonalisable. First notc that the only matrices in SL(2) that conjugate a diagonal non-scr.rlar n"ratrix into a diagonal matrix are the matrices in D-tby direct crrmputation). It follows that iV(.r,) is the intersection of G and ir conjugate of D*. in particular the index of Z(x,) in N(.x,). p{(,r,) : Z(x,)f. is either 1 or 2.
Let M: ord (G H) and e', : ord (Z(x,) H). The representation of G as a disjoint union gives the following formulas. This proves the theorem. In the following sequence of theorems we shall explicitly determine the three "geometric" groups. To that end we need the following lemma.
Lenua. LetGbea.finitesubgroupof SL(2,C)thatisnotconjugatetoasubgroupo/'Dr.l,et H:11, -I l. Then GIH has no normel cyclic subgroup.
Pnoor. If ,xH is a generator of a normal cyclic subgroup of GIH then the group generated by r and -r is diagonalisable. Since this group would be normal in G. G would be conjugate to a subgroup of Dt. THEoREna 2. Let G be a subgroup of SL(2, C) o.f order 24 that is not conjugate to a subgroup o./ D'. Let H: {1,-l}. Then GIH is isomorphic to Ao, the alternating group on 4letters. Moreouer, G is conjugate to the group generated by the matrices l) (5 ,e,) w'here ( is a primitiue 6th root of I and 36 :2q -l.
Pnrxlp. Since ord G/H is 12, and because of the previous lemma, GIH has 4 Sylow 3-groups, and GIH acts by conjugation on the set of these Sylow 3-groups. This action induces a homomorphism GIH--Sn (the symmetric group on 4letters). The subgroup of the image consisting of those permutations that leave a particular Sylow 3-group fixed must have index 4 since GIH acts transitively. Therefore the order of the image is divisible by 4.It follows that the order of the kernel is 1,2 or 3. By the previous lemma, the order 'of the kernel must be 1, so GIH is isomorphic to a subgroup of S". Now consider the composite homomorphism GIH-,S+-{1,-1}.
with the last arrow being given by o--signum (o).By the previous lemma, GIH cannot have a normal subgroup of order 6 (since a subgroup of order 6 contains a unique subgroup of order 3 which would be normal in GIH). Therefore the composite homomorphism has trivial image and GIH is isomorphic to Ao.
Letr G--+Ao be a homomorphism with kernel H.Let Aet 1(123). We may coniugate G so that .4 is a diagonal matrix. Thus Since r.43:(l), A3e H. However, rA*(r) and rA2+0), thus A#H and Ar+H. Replacing A by -A, tf necessary. we may assume that i is a primitive 6th root of 1.
Let B€r-1(12)(34). Since /AB)*{BA). B cannot be a diagonal matrix. i.e. not both Brt and 8., are zero.In fact neither is zero because if one were zero and the other nonzero, then B would have infinite order.
' : (; .9') Now rB2 : (l) so 82 e H. A direct computation shows that x:6. Next we observe that (BA2):t(AB)2 so BA2: *(AB)2. We perform the computation and discover that OG'-1): *(a (using the facr that g +0).Replacing B bi _8, if necessary, we may assume that OGt -I ) : (o. hence 36 :2( -| (using the relation (t: (-l).
Next we use the fact that detB:l to obtain the formula d2+202:-1. or 3,1,:+(2(-l). If necessary. we conjugate G by (: ?) ," that 3rl :2,:-t:3q5. This \u -t/ proves the theorem.
The group of this theorem is called the tetrahedral group.
THronEn 3. Let G he a subgroup of'SL(2) of'r>rder 48 that is nt'tt cotr.iugcrte to tt suhgroup of Dt. Let H:\1.-l). Then GtH is isomorphic' fo Sr. the srmntetrit' group otl 4 letters. Moreoter. G is cortjugute to the groLtp generttted hv the matrices w'here ; is a primitire 8th rortt o.l I and 2(b : -4 -( Pnoor. Since ord G,'H:24. and because of the previous lemma. G,'H has 4 Sylow 3-groups. The action of GiH on the set of Sylow 3-groups (via conjugation) induccs a homomorphism GrH--So. The image contains a subgroup of index 4. namely the subgroup of permutations leaving a particular Sylow 3-group fixed. since G H acts transitively on the set of Sylow 3-groups. Hence the order of the image is divisible by 4. so the order of the kernel is l. 2. 3 or 6. Were the order of the kernel 6. then the kernel would contain a unique subgroup of order 3 which would be normal in G. This contradicts the lemma. Indeed. the lemma implies that ord ker : 1. so G,iH is isomorphic to Sr.
Let r:G-S+ be a homomorphism with kcrnel H and let Aer l(t:l+). We may conjugate G so that ,1 is a diagonal matrix : * I and 42e II. \u -/ t LJsing the fact rB2: (l). i.e. 82 e H. we obtain easill' that 7: rlt.
Because t(BA3):r(AB)2.8.4-r: * (Aill. Making this computution. and using thc fact that ,lt +0. we find that q5(;t-l): *;. or 2r,b: +i(it+ l). Rcplacing B by B. if necessary. we may assume thal 2tf : i(ir f l). Then 2Ot --l. Non' wc usc the fact that I :det B : -4r'-rlrt to conclude that 2tt :__ l. Coniugate (i. r1'nccessar\'. ni' ('1 :) \0 _t/ so that rL :6. Because rA.rB generate So and the group generated by ,4. B contains H. we can conclude that A. B generate G. This proves the theorem.
The group of this theorem is called the octahedral group.
TnnoRnnt 4. Let G he u suhgroup ol'SL(2) o./'order 120 that is rror t'onjugute to u suhgroup o/'Dr. Let H: [1.
-l]. Then GtH is isornorphic ro Ar. the alternating group on 5 letters. Nloreot't,r'. G is cotr.jugttte to the group generuted bl'the ntatrit'es .e,) ff -l)
w'here i is a 56 : lit -it + 4( -2. und 5r! : i3 + 3i2 -2i + t.
Solvrng Homogeneous Differential Equations rl PR<-rcrp. The proof that GIH is isomorphic to A. may be found in Burnside (1955. p. l6t 2) Let r'.G--As be a homomorphism with kernel H and let Aet-r(t23+S Note that tA.tB generate As. (This group generated by rA and rB contains an element of order 5. an element of order 2and an element of order 3. Thus the order of this group is divisible by 30. Since A. is simple. this group must be A-r.) Also the group generated by A. B contains H. Therefore A. B generate G. This proves the theorem.
The group described in this theorem is called the icosahedral group" For use in the next section, we also need to know the invariants of the three .'geometric" groups. G is the tetruhetlrcrl group. then (rya + 8rli3)3 e C(.x).
G is the octahedral group, then (rys _( -r/is)2 e C(,x).
G is the it'ttsuhedral group. then 4tt(-ll46i6 -4_:t1 eC(.x). (ii) consider the octahedral group. using the notation of {*: -I and 26: i(it + t). Thus n" (-llqu(u-q;t 1 is an invariant of G and therefore is in C(.r).
-5.4. PR(x)F oF THE ALGoRITH\I
We must prove the validity of four scparate algorithms. We must show that thc algorithms for finding a 4th. 6th and l2th degree equation for r,r are correct for the tetrahedral. octahedral and icosahedral groups and that the equation obtained is irreducible. and finally that the algorithm for finding a 12th degree equation is allinclusive (although the equation obtained need not be irreducible). In so far as is possible. we carry out the proofs simultaneously.
We begin by showing that the equations obtained for a-l in the tetrahcdral. octahcdral and icosahedral cases are minimal. Throughout we assume that the Galois group G of the DE ,r"' : r_| is the tetrahedral. octahedral or icosahedral group. We also fix a fundamental system of solutions ry.i of the DE relative to the group G and set o-r :11' tl. (ii) I.f G is the octahedral group. then dega,..,ro,2 6 and deg.,-",cu : 6.
(iii) l/ G is the icosahedral group. then deg.,,,rr-r, > 12 und deg.,.,,r,-; : 12.
Pnoon. Since ar is left fixed by the group G, generat.d by f : "!,). where < is a primitive ' \0 i-'l 6th.8th or 1Oth root of I in the tetrahedral. octahedral or icosahedral cases. the degree of (, over C(-x) is <[G:Gl]:
4,6 or 12. The reverse inequality is proven more gcncrally. as indicated in the statement of the theorem.
Let Gr be the subgroup of G that fixcs 4,. Complete r7, tc'r a fundamentatl system of solutions 4r,(r of the DE and conjugate G to XGX -t so thal XGX-t is the Galois is irretrucibrt, ,rcrc(.r).
PRrxx. By Thcorcms I and 2. an\, root of the poll-nomial tr," -"It , 1'., , ,r,' (rr, e c(.r)) i?o 0 -i)t must have degree 4. 6 or 12 over C(.r). Statement (i) oi the present theorem is clcar. Statement (ii) follows from the fact that if a sextic is reducible. then one of the factors has degree (3. To prove (iii) it sulices to show that if deg.,.,,t,.r: n. then (#),, has a solution : e C(.r).
Let ,4e C(.x)[u'] be the minimal polynomial for (, over C(.r). Let deg,,.A: n and w,rite ,4 --,,,*;t r#i ,,,':,i, 1,,1rijr,,, (rr,,: -r).
Consider the polynomial B:i^4 (, l1.r)+,., *(rr*,*:)..,r. THnonnu 4. Let F be any,.fornt (hontogeneous polvnorniul) o/'degree n in solutiorts o/ tlrc DE. 'f hen :: l6F is a solution of (#),,.
Pnorlr. First we prove that if F, and F-, are functions such that 1r)f , and /t)l', arc solutions of (#),,. then /t)(c,F, l('-,F-.) is a solution of (#),, for an\'('r.('z€C. Lct ,r/.,ri. rrf dcnote the sequcnces determined by (+), for::1r)l'-r. /r)f 1. /J(r',1', *r',l'.) respcctivell. We claim that (c',l, *t',[.)trf : t'1-F,tr/ *r'.F-,ui. This is clear for i: rr. Also : (m-k)ro^-r.k-r-o^-r.to^-r.r*(/< + 1)o^-r.r+
: (m+ I -k)r(o^-1.k -t * 6^-1.k-z@^)-(o^-r. r * a^)(o^ r.x* 6^-1.k-r@^) + (ft + l)(o^-r.k+ t-l o^ t.*@^)
: (m + I -k)ro^.k-r-omtomk+ (ft + l)o^.x* r, which completes the induction. Next we use induction on i to prove that ui: (-1)'-i+t(n _ i)t on.n-,.
Evidently n an-r : : : ldF :,I. ei : onr.
Using (#)^, we have ai-t : -a'i-Zai-(tt -i)(i * l)ra,*,
Hence a_t : (-1)'(n+ l)! 6n.,*r : 0.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
THEonsu 5.
(i) If G is the tetrahedral group, then (#)o has a solution z : k\u. v'here u3 e C(.x).
(iD I./ G is the octahedral group, then (ff)u has a solution z : I6u. v'here u2 e C(.x).
(iii) I.f G is either the tetrahedral group. the octahedral group or the ic'osahedral group, then (ft)r, has a solution z: l6u. **here u e C(,x).
Pnoor'. This theorem is a corollary of Theorem 3 of the present section and Theorem 3 of the previous section. For part (i) we may take u: q4 + 8rl(t. for part (ii) we may take tt:q5(-4f and for part (iii) we may take u:(,lo+8rl(t)t.
(rl'(-ry(t)t or rytti-1l\u(u -ry(tt. We shall write Ltt2'-,LI tt (')""e C(.x), where n:4,6 or 1 2 and e,e Z.Ou. n.*t step in the proof is to determine the various possibilities for ec. as stated in step 1 of thc algorithm. For ease of notation. we shall assume that c : 0. To this end we shall use the Laurent series for : : rdu : i/,)1ur: ,,;. i;?
which implies that f : 0. This contradiction shows that / : rr ?rrd therefore e : 12. This proves the theorem. Next we consider the possibility that e 10. This corresponds to (c'r) of Step I of the algorithm. As above we write ui: Aix'-"+ Lr-.unre. A, is u polrnontiul in e vt'ith t'oe./ficients in Q[r] x'ltose tlegree is n -i und v'hose leuding coe.fJit'ient is -( -(n 12\)'-'.
Pnoor. Llsing (#),, we have Au: -l' / n\ Ai r : ( rr-i -; r, l A,-(n-ixt+ l)tA,r,.
The lemma is immediate from these formulas. The author did not succeed in finding a closed-form solution of these equations. thus we shall use an indirect argument.
Assume that e + -lr4. Then the DE )"' : r!' has Puisseaux series solutions of the form tlr: xlr+.. '. ltt: j+ j., -ll4a.
42: xp,+... lrz: t-i, tf+,i. By Theorem 4. ln\frry\ ') is a solution of (+), for every i : 0. ., tl.Since (i) ,4ssunrc thut G is the tetruhedral group. Then e is an integer t'hosenjront antong 6+/<r,'i +it. A:0. +i. +6.
(ii) Assume thut G is the octahedral group. Then e is un integer c'hosen.fi'ortt untong 6+/.r al4r. k:0. t2.+4. +6. : zlle _ 6)s.
(ii) In this case n:6. l./' a* -114. then we may use the Lemma and the remarks lollowing it to obtain 6 /,, o : A_, : fI ( ; -3+r3-i)r | +4t). Ar, : -*t(.o 30es + 390e+ -2760e3 + 1l I 60e2 -24336e +22320)
A , : Jr@',-42e6 *756e5 -7560ea i45360e3 -1632g6e2 +3265g2e-27gg36\
: #8(e _6)r.
(iii) In this case il : 12. lf t + -1,"4. then we may use the Lemma and the remarks following it to obtain o:.,1-,: ii @_'6+(6-it' r ++rt.
Thus i=o e:6*Ar liax, A :0. + 1..... +6.
If r : -| 14, we compute directly. Using a programmable calculator we obtained the following.
Atz:-l Att: € Ato:-e2+e-3
As: e3 -3e2 +!e-6 A8 ---e* + 6e3 -27 e2 + 45e -) A.; : et -loea + 60e3 -180e2 * 3l5e -216
Ao: -e6 +15es -120e+ +540e3 -1485e2 +2241e-1485
As --e' -21e6++es -1365ea -1-5355e3-13041e2 +3e1li e-11178
At: -e8 + 28e1 -378e6 * 3066es -16170ea + 56196e3 -1251 l8e2 + l623l8e _],Et-aT At : ee -36e8 * 612e1 -6300e6 -t 42903es -199206e4 + 628236e3 12937 32e2 + 3 1 sQ4e5 e -862488
Az : -eto *45ee -945e8 -l12060e1-103005eu + 6l 292les -2566620e4 7 453620er _ 2868e7e1 e2 + L(]O?;z llc _ 12J1 I 1 7
A r : et t -55e10 * tTtno -21780e8 + 228195e' -1690221 e6 + !E q 31125 e5 -3461 3 8 65ea + I u Ll]g s 7 3 5 r,-, -3 I e 3Q 6 1 6 s e2
+LW* e -92538045
Ao : -et2 -l 66el 1 -201 3e10 + 31455ee -L+-Yte8 28176687e6 + l31l7925les -er-6-e2r58-5 ea + 1240169535e3 42S11+OO2 r., + {aOTry e _+2bf!2b321
A -t : ett -JBet2 * 2808e1 1 -6lll6elo -+926640ee -100011 12e8 + 8006 | 696e1 -480370 l7 6e6 + 2161 665192e5 -1 205552640ea + t7293326336e3 -28298170368e2 + 28298 1 70368e -1 306069401 6
: (e_6)13.
Finally we consider what happens if r : [] :0. i.e. at an ordinary point of r. Using the previous theorem. we have that (rr/12)e is an integer.
Let f denote the set of poles of r. We have proven the following. 
